2007 ridgeline

Make Model Year. Price and Payment. Vehicle History. Engine and Drivetrain. Vehicle Listing
Details. We are here to help you! Go to : autolandva. It is equipped with a 5 Speed Automatic
transmission. The vehicle is Gray with a Gray interior. It is offered As-Is, extended warranty is
available. View Nissan of Cleveland! Ask about our Lifetime Warranty! We have a large selection
of pre-owned vehicles to choose from. The Lifetime Powertrain Warranty covers internally
lubricated parts of the engine and powertrain at no cost to you. Be sure to check our specials
pages for huge savings and payment breakdowns. Our goal is to provide the fast, fair and
friendly car buying experience that everyone deserves! We take pride in our transparency and
turning first time buyers into loyal customers for life. Our customers love their car buying
experience without the back and forth haggling or time consuming negotiations. In fact, we
have been delivering cars to driveways before it was COOL! Our Express Pick-Up option is the
faster way to buy - we can complete almost the entire transaction over the phone or online. We
will have the vehicle pulled up and ready for you when you arrive so you can be in and out in
your new vehicle in 30 minutes or less. Delivery charge may apply for out of state customers.
Contact us at to check availability, book an appointment or learn about recent arrivals. Our
inventory moves quickly, please call ahead. Appointments are strongly encouraged. Free
Lifetime Powertrain Warranty vehicle exclusions apply. See dealer for details. Stop in and take it
home today! All prices are cash. Finance options are available with approved credit. Not finding
exactly what you are looking for? CTS Auto Sales and Service works very hard to represent
each car accurately and is not responsible for misprints on prices or equipment. Pricing subject
to change without notice. Car may have minor road chips, light scratches, wheel scuffs, etc.
Depending on the age of the vehicle, normal wear and tear should be anticipated. Please
contact us with any questions you may have. Any offers of finance are subject to credit
approval, approved down payment or both. Want to see this car? Visit the URL above and
schedule a test drive brought to your driveway. All cars are disinfected. List prices do not
include taxes, registration, Shift Service fee, or optional Vehicle Protection Plan. Please refer to
Shift's website to view the total price and estimate your monthly payment. It comes with a 6
Cylinder engine. This vehicle's gorgeous steel blue metallic exterior pairs nicely with its gray
interior. Call today and take this one out for a spin! Call us for your test drive. Elmwood Dodge,
where you buy for less! Best of all the price you see is the price you pay. No haggling. No back
and forth. No pressure. And this price is so good it is guaranteed. Subject to certain terms and
conditions. See store for details. Some restrictions apply. Disinfectant methods or claims
should not be deemed to state or imply these products can eliminate or prevent transmission of
any virus, illness or disease. The exterior is a stunning silver. Call today to test it out! We can
refer you to transporters that ship to the lower 48 at reasonable rates. Miles listed may vary
from actual mileage due to local test drives etc. Used Vehicles may only have one key and may
have equipment missing or different than listed. Prices subject to change at any time. Popular
searches. My notifications My Account. Save Search. Enter your ZIP code to show only relevant
vehicles for sale nearby. Search radius. Home delivery available. Only show local listings. Year
s. Price and Payment Loan Price. Bed Length Short Bed Engine and Drivetrain Transmission
Automatic Engine Type Gas Cylinders 6 cylinders Fuel Economy. Vehicle Listing Details
Listings with recent price drops. Recently added listings. No accidents. Know The Deal. Close
Auto Land Inc. Title issue. New Listing. Showing 1 - 18 out of listings. Overall Consumer Rating.
Tough enough for Alaska. I have owned every truck brand sold in America and the Ridgeline,
hands down is the best driving truck I have had. The roads here are rough and slick in winter
and this truck handles excellent on icy, snowy roads. The back end stays stable and it stops on
a dime, without even changing to all winter tires. I agree this isn't a brute to take out on bad dirt
roads, but for occasional truck needs and an everyday commuter, this is an excellent choice in
all winter conditions Alaska has thrown at it. Read more. Read less. Sign Up. Please Note: All
our vehicles are based on the current market value offering you an upfront, honest price without
any hassle. Since the market is constantly changing, please submit your contact info below to
determine if this vehicle qualifies for additional savings. May not represent the actual vehicle.
Options, colors, trim and body style may vary. All warranties and roadside assistance are
limited. See retailer for warranty details. Read More. Schedule Your Service Appointment. Chat
Now. I'm Interested Question? Body Style Crew Cab Pickup. Color White. Engine Gas V6 3. A
locking weather-resistant trunk positioned in the cargo bed floor is easily accessed via the
dual-action tailgate, which flips down in the normal way or swings open like a door. Source:
KBB. Eligible Benefits. Features Options Specs. Color: Stock : VIN:. Term: 12 months 24 months
36 months 48 months 60 months 72 months 84 months. Monthly Payment:. Your Purchasing
Power:. Your Friend's Information: Name:. Send me a copy. I also wish to be contacted by the
dealer about this vehicle. First Name:. Last Name:. Terms: The recipient of this text message
may incur charges depending on their wireless carrier. Visit our group site: leithcars. New Cars.

Buyer's Guide. Type keyword s to search. Honda Ridgeline Features and Specs Year Trim
Select Trim. Drivetrain Front Wheel Drive. Engine Order Code NA. Fuel System Gasoline Direct
Injection. Maximum Horsepower RPM Maximum Torque RPM Cooling System Capacity quarts
NA. Engine Oil Cooler None. Transmission Order Code NA. Number of Transmission Speeds 9.
First Gear Ratio :1 4. Second Gear Ratio :1 2. Third Gear Ratio :1 1. Fourth Gear Ratio :1 1. Fifth
Gear Ratio :1 1. Sixth Gear Ratio :1 0. Seventh Gear Ratio :1 0. Eighth Gear Ratio :1 0. Ninth
Gear Ratio :1 NA. Reverse Ratio :1 3. Transfer Case Model None. Clutch Size NA. Fuel Economy
and Range. Fuel Tank. Exterior Dimensions. Wheelbase inches Length inches Width, without
mirrors inches Height inches Body Length 0. Ground Clearance, Front NA. Interior Dimensions.
Front Head Room inches Front Leg Room inches Front Shoulder Room inches Front Hip Room
inches Second Row Head Room inches Second Row Leg Room inches Second Row Shoulder
Room inches Second Row Hip Room inches Cargo Area Dimensions. Cargo Bed Length inches
Cargo Bed Width at Floor inches Cargo Bed Width Between Wheelhousings inches Cargo Bed
Height inches Steering Type Rack-Pinion. Steering Ratio :1 NA. Front Suspension Type Strut.
Rear Suspension Type Multi-Link. Brake Type 4-Wheel Disc. Anti-Lock-Braking System 4-Wheel.
Front Brake Rotors, diameter x thickness inches Rear Brake Rotors, diameter x thickness
inches Rear Drums, diameter x width inches NA. Wheels and Tires. Front Wheel Size inches 18
X 7. Front Wheel Material Aluminum. Rear Wheel Size inches 18 X 7. Rear Wheel Material
Aluminum. Spare Wheel Size inches Compact. Spare Wheel Material Steel. Spare Tire Size
Compact. Maximum Towing Capacity pounds Maximum Trailer Weight, dead weight hitch
pounds Maximum Tongue Weight, dead weight hitch pounds Maximum Trailer Weight, weight
distributing hitch pounds Maximum Tongue Weight, weight distributing hitch pounds Weight
Information. Base Curb Weight pounds NA. Total Option Weight pounds 0. Maximum Payload
Capacity pounds NA. Gross Vehicle Weight Rating pounds Curb Weight NA. Payload Weight
Front NA. Maximum Alternator Capacity amps NA. Engine: 3. Transmission: 9-Speed Automatic
-inc: shift-by-wire and paddle shifters. Wheels: 18" Exclusive Machine-Finished Alloy. Crash
Test Results. Advertisement - Continue Reading Below. You have no vehicle information saved
in your Honda Owners account. Vehicle Specifications. Print Specs. Engineering 5 Speed
Automatic RT. Back to top. Engine Type. Displacement cc. Torque lb. Redline rpm. Bore and
Stroke mm. Compression Ratio. Valve Train. Multi-Point Fuel Injection. Locking Rear
Differential. Fresh-Air Intake. Direct Ignition System with Immobilizer. Heavy-Duty Radiator with
Watt Fans 2. Exact mileage is determined by actual driving conditions. Please see your owner's
manual for more details. Transmission 5 Speed Automatic RT. Heavy-Duty
Automatic-Transmission Cooler. MacPherson Strut Front Suspension. Stabilizer Bar mm.
Heavy-Duty Power-Steering Cooler. Steering Wheel Turns, Lock-to-Lock. Steering Ratio.
Turning Diameter, Curb-to-Curb ft. All-Season Tires. Wheelbase in. Length in. Height in. Width
in. Track in. Ground Clearance in. Cargo Bed Length in. Cargo Bed Width in. Total Payload
Capacity lbs. Curb Weight lbs. Towing Capacity lbs. Headroom in. Legroom in. Shoulder Room
in. Hiproom in. Passenger Volume cu. Seating Capacity. Crankcase qt. Coolant System qt. Fuel
gal. Required Fuel. Use for comparison purposes only. Actual mileage may vary. Safety 5 Speed
Automatic RT. Adjustable Front Seat Belt Anchors. Side Curtain Airbags with Rollover Sensor.
Side-Impact Door Beams. Brake Assist. Child-Proof Rear Door Locks. Emergency Trunk Opener.
Dual-Action Tailgate. Body Colored Door Handles. Remote Entry System. Privacy Glass. Folding
Power Side Mirrors. Heat-Rejecting Green-Tinted Glass. Hidden Roof-Mounted Antenna. Painted
Alloy Wheels. Chrome Grille. Air Conditioning with Air-Filtration System. Power Sliding Rear
Cabin Window. Power Door Locks. Steering Wheel-Mounted Controls. Column-Mounted Shifter.
Adjustable Steering Column. Map Lights. Sunglasses Holder. Beverage Holders 2 Front, 4 Rear.
Passenger-Side Storage Tray. Door-Pocket Storage Bins. Seatback Pockets. Grab Rails Front
and Rear. Garment Hooks 2nd-Row. Remote Fuel Filler Door Release. Courtesy Door Lights.
Rear Console Vents. Flat Rear Floor. Seating 5 Speed Automatic RT. Driver's Seat Adjustment.
Head Restraints at all Seating Positions. Instrumentation 5 Speed Automatic RT. Tire Pressure
Monitoring System Indicator. Tailgate-Open Indicator. In-Bed Trunk-Open Indicator. Cargo Bed
Light-On Indicator. Low-Fuel Indicator. Low-Oil Pressure Indicator. Headroom with Moonroof in.
Power Moonroof. Security System. Leather-Wrapped Steering Wheel. Ambient Console Lighting.
Rearview Mirror with Compass. Leather-Trimmed Seats. Heated Front Seats. Driver's Seat with
Power Lumbar Support. Exterior Temperature Indicator. Towing Package Hitch and Wiring
Harness. Choose a Year and Model to View YEAR MODEL. My Honda Ridgeline is exactly what I
want and need. It was handed down to me by my parents, but for a vehicle that is 12 years old, it
runs great. Smooth, reliable ride that I know I can always count on, no matter the weather,
distance, terrain, or any other factor that would stop other cars. I also love many of the features,
such as the well in the back, the swivel tailgate, and that the back window can open
electronically. In addition, Honda really thought of the little things, such as when you hold the

unlock button on the key fob, all of the windows automatically open, releasing all of the hot air
from the inside of the vehicle before you step in. This is a life saver in Southern Georgia. The
heated leather seats and the sunroof are just bonus features that make me love this truck. In
addition, having 4 wheel drive and a big enough bed in the back to haul what I need makes this
an extremely functional pick up truck. At the same time, my wife loves driving this truck
because it feels like an SUV to her. That's the beauty of the ridgeline is that it looks like a pickup
truck but drives and feels like an SUV. The interior cabin is roomy and comfortable, and it is
easy to forget that you could easily be towing something like a boat or camper behind you.
That's what makes this truck such a perfect family vacation truck. All in all, I hope to continue
driving this truck for many years to come, and I would very gladly recommend my to anyone
who asks. Hopefully one day my children will be able to call themselves Honda Ridgeline
owners, as I can call myself one now. I have the top model RTL with nav for the last 10 years.
Very versatile vehicle does everthing you want from hauling bikes to paddle boards to towing
your boat. Very durable , I simple cannot kill it. Vehicle is reliable and runs great. Plenty of room
to haul different sized items. Only drawback is the gas mileage which is abysmal as far as
today's standards are concerned. Simple reliable vehicle with very few problems. Plan to drive it
for a few more years. Currently has miles and engine runs very well. Starting to show a little
rust. Interior is biggest complaint, the seats really stain if anything gets on them even water
leaves a stain. Extremely reliable, seems to be eating the rear brake pads every year. Had them
replaced in and , and will need new ones again in It still runs smoothly at , miles, so I will
continue to drive it. As with any vehicle, stay on top of the maintenance and you will avoid
major repairs. With that said, I prefer the body style over the latest model. Only complaint is I
wish it got better gas mileage other than that it's a small super useful truck that handles like a
car is comfortable and low maintenance. Cons: 2wd not snow-friendly, lights are very dim at
night even with brights, battery in impossible spot you will have to take it in as they have to take
everything above it out, very hard to find someone with experience, not a quick change. Big
body little space. Bed is way short. Like that bed door can open out or down. Do not like that it
is very high but does not include runners had to purchase separately. Mileage not good. Do not
like that ignition is not lit have to fumble around. Have never used it. The hooks for tying down
items in bed are so very inconvenient. Have to be double jointed or a contortionist. I love the
Honda Ridgeline because it has the feel of a regular car but has the cab for hauling when
needed. The back seat is roomy enough for tall adults and the seats lift so have plenty of room
for other items when traveling. I was worried about not having a truck for grocery or other items
that you don't want people to see, but in the cab, there is a compartment that is easy accessible
that can fit tons of groceries or other items that can locked away and kept out of site. I love the
design and capabilities of ky vehicle, but it has had a lot of mechanical and electrical problems.
I have spent a lot to fix it and it still needs more work. I love the trunk for my tools. Although the
bed is a bit small. I love the aesthetic look of the vehicle. It is also very difficult to do your own
repairs on these types of vehicles due to covers and cramped engine space. While the cab is
very comfortable of a ride, visibility is awful. Also gas mileage is not great. We have an issue
with the driver seat feeling loose, esp. When coming to a quick stop. When the seat is further
forward, the jerking is not noticeable. It did come in handy when we moved last year. This truck
is the best decision I have made. I love the drive in it. I have almost no problems with it. Gas
does great, it can last me a full week when I fill it up. I love the trunk in the bed of truck. Best
feature of all. I would recommend this truck to anyone and everyone. I would like to upgrade to
be the newer model. My Honda has been the best investment ever, It has the best AC and in
Texas it's the best part of the car. Other than that just having the ability to transport up to 4
other people and having the bed of the trucks to haul off other things or even store things as
needed has been extremely useful! I really enjoy this truck. One of the unique features that I
love is that there is a trunk under the bed of the truck -- as big as a car trunk. I have had no
maintenance issues with it except routine. The most expensive was the timing belt changes at ,
It rides very nice. It only tows 4, -- so it could use a little more towing capacity, but this is a great
vehicle. Currently at , and running like a top. Problems are few, but include timing belt
replacement at , miles which is annoying. Reliability is good as we have hardly experienced any
trouble. Comfort is good as the cab has full size truck space. The ride is smooth and the engine
is very capable. Features such as in bed think and foldable rear seat help when transporting
different items. Love my Honda ridgeline, I have miles on it and have had relatively good luck.
Has a backseat, drives like a car and still has the truck bed which is super convenient. No real
problems. Preforms good. Not the best gas mileage. Runs smooth. Turn radius is large, but not
a big deal. Great storage. This truck gets very good mileage. Also, the interior noise is a little
loud while driving on the freeway. Love the lockable compartment in the bed. I love my Honda
ridgeline! It is very reliable in the winter time and does excellent in snowy conditions. Also

because it is one body unit, which is different from other trucks, it handle very stable and well
on gravel roads! I have not had any problems with it in the 10 years that I have owned it. I stay
on top of the oil changes and other schedule maintenance. It has lots of storage. You will love
the trunk that is in the bed of the truck!! I love my vehicle, I haven't had an issues beside the
normal maintenance. I do have to update my GPS in the car. The CD will cost I love how the
inside is like a SUV but just enough bed in the ack to be a truck. The heated seats are a definite
plus. Great truck, great comfort, stylish, great family vehicle, great for haul for camping has a
trunk that doubles as an ice chest. I love my car because it is very low maintenance and has
good gas mileage. However, I do not like the fact that it does not have a navigation system and
the lights do not come on automatically. It is comfortable to ride in with lots of leg and head
room. I am a big man so this is important. I like the storage compartments. Change Year. Owner
Reviews See below. Expert Review. For Sale Near Me. Owner Reviews. Filter by: Rating. Feature
Reviews. Comfort Reviews. Fuel Economy Reviews. Interior Reviews. Problems Reviews.
Reliability Reviews. Search by keyword. Most Helpful. Most Recent. Highest Rating. Lowest
Rating. Josh D wrote on December 24, Reggie S wrote on March 13, Brandis Y wrote on March
13, Caitlin D wrote on December 31, Josie G wrote on November 4, Cindy H wrote on November
4, Leonard M wrote on September 25, Maria G wrote on September 19, Walker A wrote on
September 19, Madison C wrote on September 19, Joe B wrote on September 19, Jeff U wrote on
July 15, Warren W wrote on November 22, Richard S wrote on November 22, Chris L wrote on
November 22, Cheryl M wrote on November 22, Melanie R wrote on November 22, Donna C
wrote on November 22, Tim C wrote on November 22, Continue to Overview. A majority of all
used US imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt
and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting
data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has helped millions of used car shoppers
reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For more than
30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car shoppers make better purchase
decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped used car
dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and sell their American cars with
confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built up its database with the help
of its partners and sources, including government offices, law enforcement agencies, service
and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly
available information, CARFAX has collected information from many independent reliable
sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet,
paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I had the report. Vehicle imported from California to
Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying
Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to
help you make better purchase decisions. Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market
leader. The most popular blog articles How to detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one
of the most occurring types of fraud in the selling process of used cars. However, there are
ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained
eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a car from the USA. There are a few advantages to
buying a American used car. Check the Service History of a Car. How important is the service
history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these questions and explains the importance of the
service history of a car, as well as where you can find the complete history of service records.
Make a VIN Search. Pros Like it better than the other trucks. Cons Paint started peeling,
probably because of the California weather. Pros I drive it year round. Very happy how it
handles in the winter. Very dependable. Pros All rounder comfortable ride and very reliable.
Own 2nd Ridgeline. Seems to keep value. Cons Heavy on fuel and some minor items as
mentioned. Cons Short bed but you know that getting into it. Pros I love everything about my
Ridgeline!! Cons Only issue I've had is she goes thru headlight bulbs pretty good. I've replaced
them quite a bit but I've found that the basic bulbs work best so not too pricey. I usually do a
good cleaning on connectors and a little bulb grease makes all the difference. Cons The only
thing that I wish were different would be the turning radius. Pros all those qualities listed above
I love the trunk, the extra storage areas, the ride, and mostly it's dependability. Pros as stated
above and will be putting another , miles on it. Cons Have not experienced any cons. Pros We
have now retired and are pulling an RPod with it. It handles is very well. Cons we did not put
rood rails on it when we bought it.. Pros Very pratical, comfortable, below bed trunk, great ride,
and overall tight vehicle. Cons Timing belt not chain. This has been changed in the models.
Cons Not great in heavy snow except when chains are used. It's a bit light for heavy duty 4
wheeling although performs well on the road in snow and ice. Write a review Top. Sign In.
Honda of Bellingham Iowa St. Bellingham, WA Highly recommend taking your car there!
SureCritic Makes Honda Ridgeline Write a Review. Category Summary Avg. Reviews Most

recent Most recent Highest rating Lowest rating. Verified Owner. It has been a very dependable
vehicle. Next pickup I get will be a Honda Ridgeline if this one ever needs to be replaced.
Bought this Ridgeline new back in I have K miles on it. It's a great truck! Probably will buy
another one when it comes time. I always replace the timing belt.. I'm on my third timing belt. I
have gone though 7 sets of tires, starter, alternator, radiator, door harness and trunk latch.
Cons Short bed space. Best vehicle for when it rains I have ever owned or driven. Tracks true
through standing water on one side of the road without yanking the steering wheel out of your
hands. If only it got better mileage or you could convert to two wheel drive it would be a Thank
you again We be back for our next services. On our other vehicles. This Honda Ridgeline of
mine still runs as good as when I took it off the showroom floor without any problems other
than brakes and 4 new Struts after driving mi. Great vehicle, I definitely would recommend the
Honda Ridgeline to anyone looking for a very reliable and safe vehicle. Pros Very reliable. Cons
Gas mileage. Couple of minor issues such as rear seat arm that should fold down in the up
position, front roof cab lighting, and door lock vacuum on the rear doors but very reliable and
runs like new after 12 years. We've had our Ridgeline over 12 years now! Granted, we don't
drive many miles 60, miles in 12 years but the vehicle is still solid after going over many bumps
and potholes in Pittsburgh! I would buy this vehicle again if I had a need for a pickup. If you like
to tailgate, the "trunk" is a perfect place for ice and storage of anything! Long trips are
comfortable for even the passenger or two in the back seat and if you had a third, they'd fit well
too. Honda hit all the check-marks with their Ridgeline! Very reliable, versatile and loves to have
a good time!! We've been across the country three times together and gone on numerous
adventures!! Great work and family truck. Smooth running, easy handling and safe! Love my
truck! I have approximately miles on my truck. It has been in the shop only a couple of times
because parts just wear out. I like to change my oil and filters when needed so my maintenance
costs have been very low because Honda makes excellent products. I also own a Honda
lawnmower. So Honda, I am a believer! The only things I might suggest to Honda is to improve
the gas mileage of this truck and to explore the possibility of an electric hybrid. I love the lines
of my truck, not so much the new Ridgline model. We have owned this truck for 11 years and it
has met or exceeded our expectations. The comfort of this truck is amazing and especially on
the rough roads where we live. When we have to buy again it will probably be another Honda
Ridgeline! Pros Too many to list! I have owned my Honda Ridgeline now for 11 years and it has
over , miles. It has been the most dependable vehicle I have ever owned. It has been the most
useful vehicle as well. I have recommended to friends and I know one that has bought one and
he is very satisfied as well. Cons cannot think of one. I have a Honda Ridgeline and have
frequently told friends that it is the best vehicle I have ever owned. I have , miles and continue
to have great service with extremely little repairs for the past 11 years. It fulfills all my needs for
a vehicle. My Ridgeline has been very reliable, comfortable to drive, good power and very good
in the snow. I take it to the mountains all the time and have never had any issues. We have not
had any issues with our except the normal maintainence. We love the trunk, the convertability
for carring both inside the cab and in the bed. This truck has performed well for the past 10
years. I bought the truck new in and it has never let me down. I have used it to tow boats and
other trailers and it tows them with ease. Glad to see that Honda is making the Ridgeline again.
Has been serving me well for the past 3 years. Bought it used in with , miles, and have put 50,
more miles with just regular maintenance. I have never had a better performing truck. I use and
abuse my truck and I never have to worry about wether it will start or worry about breakdowns.
The recalls have been virtually non-existent except for the air bags that have effected the whole
industry. I have hauled rock and lumber and use my truck to haul my kayaks for the fun time. I
bought this truck for its unique looks and put some rad wheels on it to spit it up. I have miles on
it now and it operates as well as it did when it was new. I look forward to putting another miles
on this rig! I'm a Honda Ridgeline believer. Honda has also introduced a number of new colors
in shades of green, gray, Read more The Honda Ridgeline has only been out for two years, and
changes are few for A new trim level is available, the RTX, which adds a trailer hitch, various
exterior visual enhancements, and some interior luxury features. Honda has also introduced a
number of new colors in shades of green, gray, red, and black. Close this Model value: Honda
tired of watching loyal buyers desert their ranks to buy pickups elsewhere, so they created the
Ridgeline in A truck with a full-size interior and a mid-size exterior, the Ridgeline provides
comfort for family use while still being quite capable of towing snowmobiles, carrying two dirt
motorcycles in the bed, and even holding a mountain bike in the back seat of a locked cab.
Read more Honda tired of watching loyal buyers desert their ranks to buy pickups elsewhere, so
they created the Ridgeline in The 3. The Honda Ridgeline starts with a fully boxed ladder frame,
on which is placed a unibody truck. Additionally, the body panel is all one piece from the doors
back, which helps the Ridgeline be considerably stiffer than a separate bed and cab on a

Additionally, the body panel is all one piece from the doors back, which helps the Ridgeline be
considerably stiffer than a separate bed and cab on a ladder frame. The same 3. Front, front
side, and side curtain air bags are all standard as well. Four trims comprise the model lineup,
with the RT being the entry-level. Steering-wheel mounted cruise control, power door locks,
power windows, power mirrors, air conditioning, and a CD player are all standard on the RT. The
RTX adds a towing package, inch gray painted alloy wheels, a honeycomb grille, body-color
mirrors and door handles, a power driver's seat, a security system, and dual-zone automatic
climate control. The RTS receives steering-wheel mounted audio controls, an outside
temperature gauge, and an enhanced audio system with a six-disc CD changer. A moonroof,
leather seating with power lumbar adjustment, a leather-wrapped steering wheel, HomeLink, XM
satellite radio, and a compass are among the enhancements to the RTL trim. Navigation is also
an available option with the RTL. Perhaps the most ingenious packaging feature found on the
Ridgeline is the trunk. Honda's research showed that lack of lockable storage was a major
complaint from pickup truck owners. Designing the truck with a costly, but smooth-riding
independent rear suspension allowed them to include a waterproof eight-cubic-foot locking
trunk. It can be filled with ice, used as a cooler, and then drained through a plug. The trunk even
provides a clean area for the standard mini-spare or the optional full-size spare tire to reside.
Accessing the storage well is made much easier by having a tailgate that can both drop, and be
swung out to the side. The Ridgeline's bed also offers plenty of clever ideas. It's covered in a
tough composite material, and is reinforced with steel cross members. It is five feet long, but
thanks to a width of Six tie-down hooks are ideally placed to help secure one or two
motorcycles, or an ATV. There are even channels in the bed of the floor and indents in the front
of the beds to help keep the motorcycle tires in place. The Ridgeline drives like a brawny Honda
Pilot, but its ride is silken when compared to many full-size pickups. The attention to
aerodynamic details shows in the quietness of the cabin at all speeds. The interior features
many compartments for storage, including an area under the rear seat, and is a veritable
triumph of ergonomic engineering. To all those folks that said Honda would never build a
conventional pickup truck, they were only partially right. The Ridgeline can do the heavy duty
chores of a full-size pickup, but it is a better choice for most family hauling duties. Close this
There's a problem loading this menu right now. Would you like to sell products for this vehicle
on Amazon. Learn how. About This Vehicle Model strengths: A truck for Honda car people; only
in-bed lockable, waterproof trunk on the market. The Honda Ridgeline has only been out for two
years, and changes are few for Read more. Close this. Honda tired of watching loyal buyers
desert their ranks to buy pickups elsewhere, so they created the Ridgeline in There's a problem
loading this m
2002 saturn s series sc1
electrical troubleshooting pdf
honda hrm215 service manual
enu right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to
top. Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for shopping. Skip
to main content. Exterior Accessories. Mirrors Exterior Mirrors Towing Mirrors. Interior
Accessories. Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and
engage customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for
the Web. Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally.
Amazon Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics.
DPReview Digital Photography. East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion
Brands. Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. Amazon Subscription
Boxes Top subscription boxes â€” right to your door. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon
Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it
a second life.

